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Delivering A-ha! Moments In Personal Development,
Branding & Achievement... One Audience At A Time

TESTIMONIALS
“We... already recommended Michelle for more engagements”
"We had overwhelmingly positive feedback [from the Personal Branding Workshop]... and already recommended Michelle
for more engagements. [She is] onto a winner here!"
- Lizzie Brown, American Express, client, following the Women in Technology Event, NYC

“I am more focused, I know better what I want, who I am... and what are my assets”
"It seems that after having clarified my mind and understood the mechanism of success during the retreat, it all comes in a
much more obvious and easy way than before: I am more focused, I know better what I want, who I am, and most
importantly what are my assets; I also "look" much more confident, and that seems very attractive to the people I work
with. I also know how to show what I want in a non “begging” way... and great things start to happen. For example, I will
have my first big advertising shooting for Chanel in a few days, for the exact amount that i focused on during the retreat...
- Theodora Richter, Theodora Richter Photography, www.TheodoraRichter.com, client, following 3-Day Superstar Retreat
“I’ve done all sorts of these types of programs... I’ve never gotten such big results from such a short session [1 hour]”
“I’ve done Tony Robbins Unlimited Power (twice) and I’ve done Oprah Live… I’ve done all sorts of these types of programs.
And I’m telling you that I’ve never gotten such big results from such a short session. It was just an hour, but I applied one of
the principles Michelle taught with a client negotiation that I was going through a few days after the session, and the client
tried to haggle with me. I applied the “Red Sole” principle that Michelle taught and was able to maintain my price point
and have the prospect “get” my value.
Crystal Allison, World Class Audit/Allison Consulting Group
Attendee, American Express OPEN CEO Bootcamp, Chicago 2014
“...you have no idea how relevant your approach was in terms of our challenges back in Australia”
What a great session and you have no idea how relevant your approach was in terms of our challenges back in Australia.
We have a stack of small business struggling to engage the market and wanting substantial funds to advertise. Thank you
for such a great presentation – wish you well.
Warring Neilsen, Director Government Relations, Gas Energy Australia
Attendee, Following WLPGA World Liquid Petroleum & Gas Association Presentation
“The first meeting at your office was an explosive wake-up call!”
If I look at my life prior to meeting you, I am presently embarking on the "miraculous"... The first meeting at your office was
an explosive wake-up call!... You zoned in on my inner essence and simultaneously elicited words, adjectives, colors and a
futuristic vision as if you were living inside me!
Martin Cohen, Relationship Coach, Following Consulting & Coaching Work with Michelle
"Probably one of the most significant weekends of my life”
"The Superstar Speaker Academy with Michelle Villalobos was probably one of the most significant weekends of my life –
10x better than another similar event I went out to in Vegas, and I won a $2200 jackpot there….”
Bill Hansen, Bill Hansen Catering
“WOW Michelle! Indeed double WOW!”
WOW Michelle! Indeed double WOW! I sure enjoyed your animated and educational Presentation (in Boca) last week...
Lady, You rock!
Evelyn Dayan, World HR/Career Coaching/Outplacement/Cultural & Intergenerational Diversity Consulting
Following 3-Hour International Coaching Federation (ICF) Workshop by Michelle Villalobos on Pricing Strategy
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